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BidData XL is an open, estimating database linked to any Excel workbook. It is a 
perfect partner for BidScreen XL and BidPoint XL. 

Simply perform the quantity takeoff and then select the cost items from 
BidData XL to include in the estimating workbook. BidData XL is easy to use 
and organizes your cost items in a clear, concise structured database. It joins 
the calculation power of MS Excel for quantity takeoff with the structure and 
organization of a database for cost estimating.

You don’t work for our soft ware. It works for you.

◆  Quickly and easily measure areas, lengths and counts.

◆  Clear, concise audit trail since the quantity measurement and the digitized drawings are automatically   
 saved and displayed in the workbook cell.

◆  Calculate takeoff quantities and cost estimates from the digitized measurements using Excel formulas 
 and functions.

◆  Easily create and change line colors, line styles, area fi ll patterns, count symbols and line widths of the  
 digitized measurements.

◆  Print the drawings with color coded measurements to clearly document the quantity takeoff.

◆  Works with any Excel workbook and includes time saving, customizable takeoff and estimating templates.

“Vertigraph has cut our estimating time by 
75 percent. Th e software has literally paid for 
itself a thousand times over.  One of the best 
investments we ever made.”

eTakeoff of ePlans in Excel Paper Plan Takeoff with a Digitizer Tablet

“I wish I had
the software 
during the fi rst 
thirty years of 
my career.”

“Easy to learn, easy to use, excellent
 tracking and it works directly in our
 Excel estimating templates.”

BidPoint XL

◆  Ideal for paper plan takeoff  
 using a digitizer tablet.
◆  Digitizer tablets at best  
 pricing are also supplied.
◆  Free BidPoint Viewer allows  
 anyone to distribute, view and
 print the digitized drawings 
 saved in the workbook.

BidScreen XL

◆  Works with DWG,
 PDF, TIFF and many
 other fi le formats.

◆  Digitize directly from  
 the fi le using 
 your mouse.
◆  Reduce paper and  
 digitizing costs.
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Add-in Costing Database for Excel

http://www.interworldna.com/vertigraph/bidscreen_xl.php



